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Abstract

The Schrödinger basin on the south polar lunar far side has been highlighted as a promising target for future exploration. This report provides a high-resolution geologic map in the southwest peak-ring (SWPR) area of the Schrödinger basin, emphasizing structural features and detailed mapping of exposed outcrops within the peak ring. Outcrops are correlated with mineralogical data from the Moon Mineralogical Mapper instrument. Geologic mapping reveals a complex structural history within the basin through a system of radially oriented faults. Further, the geologic map shows both faulted and magmatic contacts between peak-ring mineralogies, providing both structural and magmatic context for understanding lunar crustal evolution and polar region processes. To investigate these relationships and address key scientific concepts and goals from the National Research Council (NRC) report, we propose three traverse paths for a robotic sample return mission in the SWPR area. These traverses focus on addressing the highest priority science concepts and goals by investigating known outcrops with diverse mineralogical associations and visible contacts among them. Coinciding with the preparation for the 2024 Artemis III mission, NASA is increasing the priority of robotic exploration at the lunar south pole before the next crewed mission to the Moon. Through mapping the Schrödinger SWPR, we identified the extent of different lunar crustal mineralogies, inferred their geologic relationships and distribution, and pinpointed traversable routes to sample spectrally diverse outcrops and outcrop-derived boulders. The SWPR region is therefore a promising potential target for future exploration, capable of addressing multiple high-priority lunar science goals.

Unified Astronomy Thesaurus concepts: The Moon (1692); Lunar science (972); Selenology (1441); Lunar surface (974)

1. Introduction

On the Moon, the Schrödinger basin is the second youngest impact basin residing within the oldest, the South Pole–Aitken basin (Figure 1). Schrödinger is a 320 km diameter impact basin and contains a 150 km peak-ring structure ranging in elevation from 1 to 2.5 km above the basin floor. A previous study of lunar landing sites (Kring & Durda 2012) revealed that the Schrödinger basin is a high-priority site for future missions, because more of the science objectives identified for NASA (National Research Council 2007, hereafter NRC 2007) can be accomplished there than at any other location on the Moon. For that reason, several studies of potential landing sites within the Schrödinger basin and notional traverses, both for robotic and crew assets, have been produced (Bunte et al. 2011; O’Sullivan et al. 2011; Potts et al. 2015; Steenstra et al. 2016).

In previous studies, mapping the Schrödinger basin was conducted as part of a south polar mapping project that utilized Lunar Orbiter photographs (Wilhelms et al. 1979). The basin was re-examined using Clementine (Shoemaker et al. 1994) and Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (Mest 2011; Kramer et al. 2013; Fortezzo et al. 2020) data. Based on these previous studies, surface units within the Schrödinger basin were divided into three assemblages, according to their origin. These are the volcanic formation (low-albedo mantling and plains materials), plains formation (non-volcanic plains materials with various albedos and textures), and basin materials (including peak-ring, rim, and well-preserved crater material; Shoemaker et al. 1994). Four distinct mineralogic units have been identified (Kramer et al. 2013) in Schrödinger’s peak-ring structure using spectral reflectance data from the Moon Mineralogy Mapper (M³) on the Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft. The M³ data have been used to infer anorthositic (An), pyroxene-bearing anorthositic (Pb), noritic (No), and troctolitic (Tr) mineralogical signatures, which are interpreted to represent mineralogies of those types.
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The diversity of lunar crustal rocks and their distribution in the Schrödinger basin is one of the top 10 outstanding lunar science goals (NRC 2007). Anorthosite, pyroxene-bearing anorthosite, norite, and troctolite are all intrusive igneous rocks that form within the lunar crust. Each rock type is defined by its relative abundances of the minerals plagioclase, pyroxene, and olivine. Anorthosite consists almost entirely of a crystallized lunar magma ocean, from the austral summer pole to 26 km. Therefore, these rocks are of great importance for addressing most NRC (2007) science concepts and goals (O’Sullivan et al. 2011; Kring & Durda 2012; Potts et al. 2015; Steenstra et al. 2016). The Schrödinger basin is one of the top 10 outstanding lunar science goals, as it can date the age of the impact basin and constrain the timing of the inner solar system bombardment history. Additional NRC (2007) report scientific goals can be addressed by a diverse assortment of pyroclastic deposits (Shoemaker et al. 1994; Mest 2011; Steenstra et al. 2016), partially shadowed regions that may host dispersed water ice and other volatile-rich regolith (e.g., (Li et al. 2018; Honniball et al. 2021), secondary craters, and uplifted peak-ring lithologies that have been identified within the Schrödinger basin through orbital mapping.

Three previous studies evaluated potential future landing sites in the central and southern regions of the Schrödinger basin, and two of the studies designed traverse paths for 14 day and 3–4 yr long missions (Figure 2; O’Sullivan et al. 2011; Potts et al. 2015; Steenstra et al. 2016). These two missions use the NASA Orion spacecraft and HERACLES concept developed by the European Space Agency (ESA) to teleoperate a rover on the surface of the Moon in real time. Both studies selected landing sites on the dark mantle deposits (i.e., likely pyroclastics) in the central-east region of Schrödinger, in part, to sample material suitable for in situ resource utilization on the Moon. Rover traverses from those landing sites focused on the...
Figure 3. WAC mosaic image of the Schrödinger basin (left) with a zoomed-in view of the SWPR area (right; the study area of this work) including labeled impact melt sheet and the peak ring outlined in red. The inset white box outlines the study area from Kring et al. (2016).

northern and eastern sides of the basin, near the prominent pyroclastic vent (Hurwitz & Kring 2015; Potts et al. 2015; Steenstra et al. 2016). A series of recent studies have shown that proposed traverses across the various terrain types within Schrödinger (pyroclastics, shadowed regions, etc.) and across south polar regions are feasible from a trafficability point of view (Bickel et al. 2019; Bickel & Kring 2020; Sargeant et al. 2020).

Sampling outcropped material provides some of the highest scientific potential for understanding the context of the peak-ring mineralogies. Work by Kramer et al. (2013) revealed pyroxene-bearing anorthosite exposures in Schrödinger’s southern walls that have been interpreted as material excavated during the Schrödinger basin-forming event. Additionally, the composition of Schrödinger’s peak ring, as outlined in Kramer et al. (2013), indicates that the large blocks of exposed material may be left over from the lunar magma ocean. Multi-kilometer-long outcrops of crystalline lithologies shown in Kring et al. (2017) highlight incredible opportunities to study Schrödinger’s peak-ring mineralogy up close. Therefore, Schrödinger offers an excellent location for sample return missions and robotic exploration of a high-priority target that provides many chances to address major NRC (2007) exploration concepts.

Here, we build upon the work of Kramer et al. (2013) and Kring et al. (2016) by mapping the spectrally and structurally diverse southwest peak-ring (SWPR) area (Figure 3) in greater detail at an outcrop scale (1:300,000). This mapped area contains four main spectral units and is used to design three possible human-assisted robotic traverse paths for a sample return mission, which are optimized for diverse sample collection within a single lunar day.

This effort may be particularly timely, because NASA has selected the floor of the Schrödinger impact basin as the landing site for the second quarter of 2024 using a Commercial Lunar Payload Services contract. While the mission will not likely be a sample return mission, the geology represented in the mapping here may help to refine options for that mission.

2. MAPPING: Data and Rationale

Craters, ejecta, talus, faults, and outcrop exposures were mapped separately throughout the SWPR before being merged into a final map. This approach ensures that the features were mapped continuously across multiple mapped sections. The geological features were mapped individually in Java Mission-planning and Analysis for Remote Sensing (JMARS; Christensen et al. 2009) as custom-shape layers (polygons, polylines, and point features), and included craters and ejecta, outcrops, structural features (faults and graben), talus, and low-albedo features. The selection criteria for each feature type can be found in Appendix A.

2.1. Data Sets for the Map

The geologic map was produced using a combination of different remote-sensing data sets over the SWPR area in the Schrödinger basin. The data come from multiple instruments and preexisting maps, including the Clementine Ultraviolet/Visible camera (UVVIS; Bussey & Spudis 2004), the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Wide-Angle Camera (WAC) and Narrow-Angle Camera (NAC; Robinson et al. 2010), the Lunar Orbiter Laser Altimeter (LOLA) (Smith et al. 2010), the Miniature Radio Frequency (Mini-RF) instrument (Nozette et al. 2010), the Kaguya Spectral Profiles (from the SELENE mission; Ohtake et al. 2008), M3 data (Green et al. 2011), and geological maps created by Kramer et al. (2013) and Kring et al. (2016). These images and data sets were analyzed via the LROC Quickmap and Moon Trek websites and the ArcGIS and JMARS software. The final products were uploaded in ArcGIS 10.3.1 to construct geologic maps of the SWPR. New LRO NAC data strips were downloaded from the Planetary Data System and converted to images readable in ArcGIS using the
USGS Integrated Software for Imagers and Spectrometers (ISIS3) program. The kernels were added (spiceinit) to each image before calibration and map projection.

2.2. Mapping Limitations

The mapping resolution is limited by available orbital data. As discussed by Kramer et al. (2013), the high-latitude location of the Schrödinger basin is not ideal for imaging spectroscopy, so meaningful spectra are limited to a few locations, mostly on reflective slopes like those on the peak ring and crater walls. Some of those locations occur on outcrops exposed along the ridges of the large, radially oriented faulted blocks. Outcrops were also more readily identified on the north-facing side of ridges due to trends in surface illumination for these areas, as north-facing ridges are better lit during the lunar day than south-facing ridges. Consequently, most outcrop exposures covered by M3 data are found in crater walls and on the walls of uplifted peak-ring material. This limitation is also reflected in the large areas labeled “investigated unknown.”

3. Mapping Results

Using the imagery and spectral data described in Section 2.1, each feature was identified manually using the highest resolution imagery available in either JMARS or ArcGIS software. In total, we marked 1586 separate shapefile features (1238 boulder fields, 190 fresh craters, 64 rille boundaries, 37 regolith boundaries, 33 shadowed areas with potential volatiles, 17 outcrops, 4 low-albedo features, and 3 secondary craters) within the SWPR mapping region (Figure A7). Several individual maps in Appendix A (Figures A1–A7) are available, each highlighting different feature types. These new data are combined with M3 mapping from Kramer et al. (2013) to infer the composition of exposed outcrops in the SWPR. We created a full geologic map of the SWPR area, shown in Figure 4, by combining all mapped structural features (Figure A5) and the mapped inferred lithologies of the peak-ring material (Figure A6), with the Schrödinger basin floor lithologies mapped by Kramer et al. (2013). The map shown in Figure 4 covers an area of ∼5350 km², at a scale of 1:300,000, providing a detailed view of the mineralogy present within the peak-ring material.

The exposed peak-ring material is inferred as troctolitic, anorthositic, pyroxene-bearing anorthositic, or noritic based on available M3 data (Kramer et al. 2013). The talus boundary marks the transition between peak-ring mineralogies and Schrödinger basin floor material. Regions designated as “investigated unknown” represent areas that could not be reliably assigned a mineralogy due to lack of M3 data and poor surface illumination. There is no reason to suspect that regions of investigated unknowns would not be identifiable as one of the four peak-ring mineralogies, if additional data become available.

Peak-ring material is concentrated in two main uplifted regions: a smaller NW region and a larger SE region. Troctolitic and anorthositic materials are inferred to be the two most common mineralogies in the SWPR by area (excluding investigated unknown). Troctolitic outcrops are concentrated at topographic highs, such as peaks of hills and mounds within the SWPR. Anorthositic outcrops are spread
throughout the entire SWPR, with the largest concentrations in the SE region. The largest exposure of noritic outcrops is concentrated in the NW region of the SWPR. There are also several smaller noritic regions in the SE portion of the SWPR. Pyroxene-bearing anorthositic material is the least exposed of the SWPR mineralogies, and outcrops are predominantly limited to topographic lows (e.g., craters and graben), where the subsurface is exposed.

Mapping the SWPR area of the Schrödinger basin revealed complex faulting associated with basin formation. Numerous faults were found within the uplifted regions of peak-ring material. Several graben were also identified both within the peak-ring and basin-floor material, including a 2.5 km wide, N–S trending graben that runs through the SE portion of the peak ring.

3.1. Key Findings

3.1.1. Magmatic versus Faulted Contacts

To address outstanding questions about the lunar crust, we investigated whether the contacts between mineralogies in the SWPR are magmatic or structural (faulted) in origin. Faulted contacts provide information on peak-ring formation processes and the forces and processes involved in uplifting material from a depth within the lunar crust (e.g., Kring et al. 2016). Observations of faulted contacts within the SWPR would help address many of the science goals within NRC (2007) concept 6, with regard to impact processing on a planetary scale. Equally important, magmatic contacts provide information about the nature of the lunar crust and the magmatic processes operating during its formation (e.g., Pernet-Fisher & Joy 2016). Observations of any magmatic contacts within the SWPR would help address many of the high-priority goals within NRC (2007) concept 2 regarding the composition and structure of the lunar interior.

Identifying visible contacts among spectral units is challenging because regolith, talus, high-albedo slopes, and shadows cover most of the SWPR area. Our criteria for proposed faults and magmatic contacts rely on inferred slope breaks or lack thereof (e.g., Figure 5). As previously described (Kring et al. 2016), there are no erosional processes on the Moon that carve sharp valleys in mountains; however, localized granular flow gullies and landslides in fresh craters within the Schrödinger basin are an example of surficial erosion (Kumar et al. 2013). Thus, we interpret that differential topography in the peak ring was created by faults (Figure 6). Faulted contacts are identified when features cross-cut mineralogical boundaries or parallel mineralogical boundaries. On the other hand, mineralogical boundaries without any topographic expression may, instead, be magmatic contacts. While we cannot rule out the possibility that those contacts are faulted, they are mapped as magmatic contacts here.

In the NW portion of the peak ring, noritic exposures display predominantly faulted contacts with other mineralogies, and noritic outcrops are found within large, homogenous fault-bounded blocks (Figure 7, #1). However, smaller exposures of noritic mineralogies have been interpreted as being in magmatic contact with other peak-ring mineralogies, particularly at the base of mounds, in fresh craters, and in the wall of the N–S trending graben (Figure 7).

Pyroxene-bearing anorthosite has been interpreted as being the only rock type that solely exhibits magmatic contacts with other mineralogies (Figure 7). However, it is difficult to make inferences based on the occurrence of pyroxene-bearing anorthositic mineralogy, due to the complex nature of the SWPR and its relatively low abundance. As outcrops are predominantly limited to the SW wall of the graben (Figure 7, #2) and within fresh craters, one possibility is that the pyroxene-bearing anorthositic signatures represent the exposed melt sheet (Kramer et al. 2013).
We interpret that troctolitic exposures can be found in both magmatic and faulted contacts with other peak-ring mineralogies. Fault-bounded blocks of troctolitic rock can be found in the northernmost regions of the NW area of the SWPR (Figure 7, #1). Faults can also be seen cross-cutting regions of troctolitic rock (Figure 7, #3), which is less common in the other peak-ring mineralogies. We interpret that there are several places throughout the SWPR that show clear evidence of troctolitic outcrops potentially in magmatic contact with anorthositic出crops. Most notably, small pockets of troctolitic material are completely surrounded by anorthositic material in the southern regions of the NW portion of the peak ring (Figure 7, #4). The emplacement of troctolitic material within anorthositic material provides the most compelling evidence for magmatic contacts in the entire SWPR area, as the troctolitic material may have crystallized during the same event or may be intrusions into the anorthositic crust.

Anorthositic exposures are also commonly found at the base of mounds in magmatic contact with troctolitic material (Figure 7, #5). This finding could suggest that some smaller mounds (e.g., the southeastern area of the map) may only expose the deeper crustal mineralogies (e.g., troctolitic), whereas shallower crustal mineralogies (e.g., anorthositic and noritic) may have been completely removed and displaced during peak-ring formation.

The distribution of M³ data in the SWPR could potentially indicate layered sequences of magmatic mineralogies in this region; thus, Kramer et al. (2013) highlight the need for further high-resolution studies in the SWPR. The juxtaposition of peak-ring mineralogies does not solely appear to be due to uplift processes during the Schrödinger basin formation. Magmatic contacts between crustal mineralogies are likely preserved within the SWPR, providing an opportunity to investigate the magmatic history in the mid to lower lunar farside crust.

### 3.1.2. Radially Oriented Features

Faults (not associated with the graben) in the SWPR extend radially outward from the center of the basin (Figure A2). This is in stark contrast to the concentric orientation that peak-ring faults typically show, with progressive offsets toward the center of the basin (Dence et al. 1977). This deviation in fault orientation suggests that fault blocks within the peak ring may have undergone rotation during peak-ring formation. One possible cause of the rotation may have been due to interactions among ancient basins during the Schrödinger impact event, such as the Amundsen–Ganswindt, which lies just south of the southwest portion of the Schrödinger basin. The study area with radially oriented faults lies in the thinner crust (~20 km) region of the Schrödinger basin (Kring et al. 2017). However, casual observations of the topography in the thicker crust (~40 km) region of the peak ring to the northeast suggest radial features may also be present elsewhere in the peak ring (Figure 2).
Conversely, the main graben in the SWPR, which trends N–S across the mapping area, has a basin-concentric orientation. The graben also cross-cuts many of the radially oriented faults. The graben orientation suggests that at least this main graben postdated the complex radial faulting and conforms with the expected concentric orientation of faults within peak-ring structures (Kramer et al. 2013; Kring et al. 2016). This type of graben was most likely induced by intrusive igneous activity via the opening of dikes that have lunar mantle depth and composition (Klimczak 2014). Kumar et al. (2016) mapped fallen boulders and boulder trails throughout the Schrödinger basin. They found that grabens (including the one cross-cutting the SWPR study site) host the largest number of boulder fall sites. These boulder falls and associated trails have been interpreted to be a consequence of impact events and recent seismic activity (recent shallow moonquakes; Kumar et al. 2016).

As with interpreting faulted contacts between spectral units, understanding the origin of the radially oriented structural features in the SWPR would require further modeling of the Schrödinger impact event. Future work to investigate the orientation of faults within other regions of the Schrödinger peak-ring material may also provide further insights into basin-forming mechanisms.

4. Traverse Proposals

To better study the lunar far side and south pole, space agencies are collaborating on the Lunar Orbital Platform-Gateway (also known as the Lunar Gateway; Hufenbach et al. 2015; Burns et al. 2019; International Space Exploration Coordination Group 2018). The Lunar Gateway will serve as an outpost for a short-term stay in lunar orbit. It will be used for dispatching and teleoperation robotic missions and will serve as a staging point for crewed missions. The ESA, the Canadian Space Agency (CSA), and the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency are collaborating on a robotic transport system, HERACLES (Hiesinger et al. 2019). HERACLES comprises elements that land and operate a rover on the lunar far side, and return rock and regolith samples to the Lunar Gateway for eventual return to Earth. Not only will the HERACLES concept provide opportunities for scientific and economic research at the lunar south pole, but it will also provide technology demonstrations that will pave the way for sustaining human presence on the surface of the Moon via NASA’s Artemis program.

Previous studies of potential rover traverses in the Schrödinger basin include the work of Potts et al. (2015), who created 14 day traverses at two sites: one on the east side of the peak ring near the pyroclastic vent, and one on the north side of the peak ring (Figure 2). Additionally, Steenstra et al. (2016) proposed two human-assisted sample return traverses in Schrödinger for the HERACLES mission concept that would explore the pyroclastic vent and the basin wall. Work by Bickel et al. (2019), Sargeant et al. (2020), and Bickel & Kring (2020) have recently shown that terrain types such as pyroclastics and permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) are to be included in the list of trafficable sites for future robotic and crewed missions. Here we explore traverse options in the SWPR area of the Schrödinger basin, a region that has not been examined as a potential landing and traverse site, even though it has multi-kilometer-long exposures of anorthositic and olivine-bearing peak-ring mineralogies (Kring et al. 2017).

The aims of a traverse in the SWPR area are to sample outcrops and investigate mineralogical contacts. The area is structurally complex, provides insights into peak-ring formation, and enables ground-truthing of satellite observations, including M3 data. To plan a traverse that would achieve these aims, the rover specifications and the duration of the mission (i.e., one lunar day or multiple years) were considered. Using the finalized SWPR map (Figure 4), we determined a high-priority location for human-assisted robotic rover traverses (after the HERACLES concept; Landgraf et al. 2015).

Selecting the proposed traverse site for a future robotic sample return mission required identifying individual outcrops, mineralogical contacts, and structural features that will address high-priority NRC science goals. Within the SWPR region, our proposed traverse site offers opportunities to collect in situ samples of outcrops and boulders with a known origin. Collecting samples in place from known outcrops yields important contextual information, such as the textures and mineralogical relationships visible in the outcrop where the sample is collected. This additional information potentially allows for a more robust sample to be collected.

5. Features of Interest Methodology

Initial investigations in the SWPR area for a human-assisted robotic traverse focused on locations of features of interest and traverse limitations (e.g., rover speed, mission duration, and terrain). First, the team identified areas of the SWPR with the highest density of potential features of interest. Using the completed geologic map (Figure 4) as a guide, NAC images were rendered to identify and mark all occurrences of boulders and boulder fields, fresh craters, ejecta, secondary craters, regolith, peak-ring material, outcrop exposures (Figure A7), PSRs, and other shadowed areas (with the potential to preserve volatile compounds).

The various methods used to identify the different types of features of interest in the SWPR are detailed below, in addition to using the geologic map of the area. Each feature of interest was recorded on custom-shape layers in JMARS, using color-coded points and polygons. To determine if the SWPR area is a viable region for a traverse, a LOLA slope map (Figures A8, A9) with a resolution of 29.63 m pixel$^{-1}$ was overlaid onto the mapped region in JMARS.

6. Traverse Proposals

6.1. Duration—One Lunar Day

The selected traverse region (Figure 8) is best suited for a 14 day mission plan, or one lunar day, similar to the 14 day robotic mission presented by Potts et al. (2015). There are accessible mineralogical and structural features in close proximity within the SWPR. This proposal is in contrast to long-term, three-year missions requiring multiple lunar ascent vehicles (LAEs), such as that investigated by Steenstra et al. (2016). To account for unforeseen problems, we included a 30% margin in the traverse schedule which gives a working maximum of 9.8 days per traverse route.
6.2. Solar Irradiance

Because current lunar rover designs use solar-powered batteries, it is important to consider the amount of direct sunlight they would receive during a traverse. We used the Surface Lighting tool from NASA’s Moon Trek (https://trek.nasa.gov) to compile solar irradiance data in the proposed traverse site. The optimal periods had 13 days of illumination and were at the start of early 2022 (day 001–day 013), 2023 (day 020–day 032), and nearing the end of 2024 (day 334–day 346), and 2025 (day 352–day 346).

6.3. Rover Speed and Distance Traveled

In order to accurately plan a traverse, one of the most important specifications is the rover speed, as this limits the distance the rover can travel in a given time period. Two rover speeds have been proposed for the Potts et al. (2015) and Steenstra et al. (2016) missions, with the speeds based on the designs of other lunar platforms. Potts et al. (2015) assumed a rover speed of 1.7 km hr⁻¹ based on Lunokhod 1 and 2 performance, and the lunar-roving vehicles used in Apollo 15, 16, and 17. Alternatively, Steenstra et al. (2016) assumed a reduced rover speed of 0.36 km hr⁻¹, based on the estimated speed of the Resource Prospector rover (Loftin et al. 2013). The reduced rover speed was constrained by the estimated maximum time needed for communications relay through the Lunar Gateway, as outlined in the International Communication System Interoperability Standards (IASIS 2018) and the operational speed required for a neutron spectrometer (Loftin et al. 2013). For the SWPR traverse, we implement the 0.36 km hr⁻¹ speed used by Steenstra et al. (2016). The rover traverse must begin and end at the landing site, as this mission assumes no additional LAEs at different sites. Therefore, the traverse distance was restricted to a range where it can safely return to the LAE at the landing site.

6.4. Slope

Previous work showed that wheel-based rovers can experience difficulties due to a loss in wheel traction and excessive wheel sinkage associated with inclined terrain near craters and at the base of certain slopes (Costes et al. 1972; Carrier et al. 1991; Seeen et al. 2010; Potts et al. 2015; Steenstra et al. 2016; Bickel & Kring 2020). Therefore, using the 29.63 m pixel⁻¹ LOLA slope map the proposed traverse routes and features of interest are restricted to <15° to ensure rover trafficability (Potts et al. 2015; Steenstra et al. 2016), and all features of interest are located on accessible slopes. However, the slope limitation prevents accessible sampling of outcrops close to structural features and outcrops on steep slopes. In these cases, boulder tracks and boulders were selected as target sites when the safe slope limitation was exceeded; displaced boulders allow for the sampling of otherwise inaccessible mineralogies.

7. Potential Traverse Paths

The proposed landing site is a 200 m ellipse located in a relatively flat (0°–2°) area (equivalent to Apollo 12; p. 610, Heiken et al. 1991). The landing site was chosen because there are diverse rock outcrop exposures as well as structurally interesting features in the traverse vicinity (Figure 9). The traverse region is located between two massifs adjacent to the graben (Figure 8). There are four sites of interest near the landing ellipse that contain boulders and regolith for sampling. One site is near the base of a massif and contains noritic, troctolitic, and anorthositic mineralogies. Another site contains troctolitic, anorthositic, and pyroxene-bearing anorthositic mineralogies. The third site is at the upper rim of the graben, where there is a pyroxene-bearing anorthositic boulder. The last site is a boulder field of noritic impact ejecta. These sample sites were chosen because they are located on traversable slopes (<15°) and have scientific significance for addressing important goals from the NRC (2007) report. We designed three separate traverses (A, B, and C), presented in Figure 9. Each traverse allows access to different features of interest and answers different goals from the NRC (2007).

7.1. Ideal Traverse

An ideal traverse, omitting time and instrument payload constraints, visits each of the mineralogical and geomorphological features of interest within the SWPR area. These
outcrops include noritic, anorthositic, pyroxene-bearing anorthositic, and troctolitic material. The geomorphological sites of interest include the graben in the northern extent of the region (Station A6/B5) and a relatively fresh crater located north of the landing site (Stations A7/B6, A8/B7). Another site of interest includes a frequently shadowed region south of some peak-ring material where there may be an opportunity to sample buried volatiles northwest of the landing site (NRC 2007 goals 4a, 4b, 4c). Additionally, there is a low-albedo feature south of the landing site adjacent to an anorthositic outcrop, which may be a pyroclastic deposit or a unique mineralogical contact. If this feature is a pyroclastic deposit, the traverse offers the additional opportunity to address NRC (2007) goals 5c and 5d, pertaining to lunar volcanism. If the feature has an exposed contact with the anorthositic outcrop as a mineralogical contact, it would help address science concepts related to the stratigraphy of the lunar crust and the lunar magma ocean hypothesis (NRC 2007 goals 1c, 2a, 2b, 2d, 3a through 3d). These extra sites of interest are included here to highlight the additional sites that could be reached given potential technological advances in rover speed and slope mobility.

7.2. Features of Interest along Proposed Traverses

In order to identify boulders associated with mineralogical outcrops, we first considered those in proximity to outcrops identified during the geologic mapping process using the method described above. Once accessible boulders were identified, M³ mosaics and data from Kring et al. (2016) were reviewed to determine if mapped outcrops were overlying the data. We preferentially reviewed outcrops that are directly associated with M³ data over outcrops where mineralogies are only inferred. To verify the source outcrop of selected boulders, we traced boulder tracks upslope to the portion of the outcrop where the boulder originated, where possible.

Reflectance spectra from the M³ instrument suggest the boulders surrounding the crater have a noritic signature (Figure 9, stations A7/B6 and A8/B7). Additionally, the literature interprets the bulk composition of the impact melt sheet in Schrödinger as being noritic (Kramer et al. 2013).

Young, well-preserved craters can aid in determining the age of the lunar surface and in better understanding the cratering process of the inner solar system. The crater appears to be young (relatively fresh), because of the less deformed crater rim compared to surrounding craters and the abundance of ejecta around the crater rim (increased boulders and high-albedo rays), which could be sampled to determine its age. The crater would have an exposed impact melt sheet and breccia associated with it, which could also be sampled.

The NW–SE trending graben is an accessible photography target during two of our proposed traverses (Figure 9, stations A6/B5). The graben was identified and mapped using techniques described in Appendix A.2. The graben and radial fault orientation demonstrate the complexity of peak-ring formation in impact basins. As mentioned previously, faults are typically oriented concentrically in impact structures, aligning with larger geologic features such as grabens, floor-fractured features, and the mountainous peak-ring terrain. Floor-fractured features are associated with volcanic activity beneath the impact basin (Schultz 1976; Jozwiak et al. 2015). The presence of floor fractures and no volcanic or pyroclastic flows implies magma accumulated beneath the basin but never penetrated through the surface (Jozwiak et al. 2015). Obtaining high-resolution images of the graben walls and mapped fault lines cross-cutting peak-ring mineralogies at the SWPR...
traverse paths would provide new context for the unusual structural processes involved in impact basin formation. Samples from the graben wall and peak-ring mineralogies at fault contacts would provide chronological information on the uplift timing and displacement of the lunar crustal material. With the traverse paths being located directly on a mapped fault line, the chances of acquiring images and samples (e.g., mylonites or pseudotachylites) related to the fault is high. The orientation of the fault would also grant the opportunity to investigate the proposed magmatic contacts with the noritic, anorthositic, and troctolitic mineralogies.

We identified a banded boulder that would be in range for high-resolution imagery (Figure 10). This boulder appears to have horizontal, dark-light striping in NAC images with different illumination conditions; i.e., it is not an artifact of shadowing. High-resolution photography of the banded boulder may reveal the nature of any cryptolayering, which can be compared with other banded boulders that have been identified on the Moon to better understand their magmatic origin (Kickapoo Lunar Research Team & Kramer 2014).

7.3. Proposed Traverses

Considering constraints on traverse duration, feasible slope mobility, and rover speed, we present Traverses A, B, and C, which are possible to complete within a 14 day timeline (Table 1). Each of the three traverses begins and ends at the landing site (75°54'S 126°72'E), where the LAE would be stationed to return samples to the Lunar Gateway. Landing within this area of the Schrödinger basin enables immediate sampling of the impact melt sheet, allowing returned samples to provide an absolute date on the Schrödinger impact event. If the sample collected includes impact melt from the SPA basin, it may be possible to determine the timing of the SPA basin–forming impact. Site information for the traverses is summarized in Table 1, and detailed stop information for each traverse can be found in Appendix B (Tables A1–A3).

7.3.1. Traverse A

Traverse A (Figure 9, dashed path) contains the highlights of both B and C, in an attempt to maximize the diversity of samples and science goals addressed in the NRC (2007) report. The traverse is 25.0 km long, covering the greatest distance of the three proposed routes. Traverse A is designed to sample each of the four major inferred mineralogies: noritic, anorthositic, pyroxene-bearing anorthositic, and troctolitic rocks, as well as to offer an opportunity for high-resolution imagery of structures within the graben walls.

Site A1 (−75°58'S, 127°01'E) samples a noritic boulder. Site A2 (−75°56'S, 127°54'E) samples an anorthositic boulder east of Site A1. The traverse then extends north, toward the graben...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station ID (A)</th>
<th>Station ID (B)</th>
<th>Station ID (C)</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Slope (deg)</th>
<th>Surface Unit *</th>
<th>M4 Interpretation</th>
<th>Sample Type and Minimum Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>LS</td>
<td>−75.54</td>
<td>126.72</td>
<td>−8066</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>B1</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>−75.58</td>
<td>127.01</td>
<td>−7969</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>B2</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>−75.57</td>
<td>127.1</td>
<td>−7925</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic/Noritic</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>B3</td>
<td>C3</td>
<td>−75.56</td>
<td>127.54</td>
<td>−7859</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>C4</td>
<td>−75.56</td>
<td>127.54</td>
<td>−7818</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>C5</td>
<td>−75.54</td>
<td>127.69</td>
<td>−7772</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>C6</td>
<td>−75.52</td>
<td>127.66</td>
<td>−7913</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic/Pyx-bearing Anorthositic</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>C7</td>
<td>−75.52</td>
<td>127.58</td>
<td>−7731</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Pyx-bearing Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>C8</td>
<td>−75.51</td>
<td>127.54</td>
<td>−7707</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Pyx-bearing Anorthositic/Troctolitic</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>C9</td>
<td>−75.53</td>
<td>127.38</td>
<td>−7660</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>n/a (Troctolitic)</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>B4</td>
<td>C10</td>
<td>−75.53</td>
<td>126.94</td>
<td>−7918</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>B5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>−75.4</td>
<td>126.96</td>
<td>−8068</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Pyx-bearing Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>B6</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>−75.45</td>
<td>126.76</td>
<td>−8058</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Brecciated Boulder: 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>B7</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>−75.47</td>
<td>126.74</td>
<td>−8075</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Brecciated Boulder: 5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.**

* Kramer et al. (2013).
where a pyroxene-bearing anorthositic boulder is sampled at Site A3 (−75°52S, 127°58 E). Site A4 (−75°53S, 127°38 E) is at a boulder downslope of an outcrop of troctolitic material. Although the outcrop itself lies at the crest of a hill with slopes too steep for a rover to safely traverse, boulder tracks were traced down the slope from outcrop to boulder, leading us to conclude that this boulder originates from the outcrop. The rover then traverses westward around the base of the hill, taking a regolith/rake scoop at Site A5 (−75°53S, 126°94 E).

The traverse leads north to the edge of the graben. Traveling west along the ridge provides opportunities for photographing structural features across the graben before sampling another pyroxene-bearing anorthositic boulder at Site A6 (−75°40S, 126°96 E). The traverse then leads south, toward the landing site. The traverse stops at the relatively fresh crater to sample ejecta at two distances from the crater rim at Sites A7 and A8 (−75°45S, 126°96 E; −75°47S, 126°74 E) before returning to the landing site.

In summary, Traverse A samples each mineralogy in the SWPR. It also provides an opportunity to sample the Schrödinger impact melt sheet material at the fresh crater and image structural features at the graben at both the northeast and northwest sites. The total sample mass from Traverse A is 16.5 kg (Table 1). Sites A1–A5 are located at the base of a slope, where it is possible that soft regolith may have accumulated (Carrier et al. 1991). The majority of sites in Traverse A are located on slopes <10°, with the exception of Sites A1, A2, and A4. In addition, the route from site A3 to A4 requires the rover to traverse laterally along a slope.

7.3.2. Traverse B

Traverse B (Figure 9, purple path) is 18.6 km long and does not extend to the northeast segment of the graben. It is the only traverse plan to implement in situ analysis at each station, as well as sample acquisition, requiring a larger instrument suite than Traverse A or C (Appendix, Table A4). After sampling anorthositic material, the route circles back and travels north to the northwest graben exposure, collects a sample of pyroxene-bearing anorthositic material, and then samples crater ejecta, like Traverse A.

Traverse B starts eastward, collecting noritic and anorthositic boulder samples (A1 = B1, A2 = B3; See Table 1). However, unlike Traverse A, Traverse B is designed to stop and collect a regolith/rake sample at the inferred contact between noritic and anorthositic mineralogies (Site B2, −75°57S, 127°10 E). After collecting the anorthositic sample at Site A2/B3, Traverse B backtracks, heads west, and collects a regolith/rake sample at the same location as A5. Traverse B then follows the same path as Traverse A for Sites B4–B7 until its return to the landing site. Sites B1–B3 are located at the base of a hill where the slope is >10°. Travel between these three sites would require traversing laterally along the base of the slope.

Traverse B focuses more on geomorphological features than Traverses A or C. Traverse B samples both the edge of the graben (northernwestern site) and material from a nearby fresh crater (~600 m diameter, ~20 m depth). Like the other two traverses, Traverse B samples the noritic, anorthositic, and pyroxene-bearing anorthositic mineralogies. Similar to Traverse A, an advantage of Traverse B is that it may present an opportunity to sample Schrödinger impact melt material. The total sample mass from Traverse B is 17.5 kg (Table 1).

7.3.3. Traverse C

Traverse C (Figure 9, red path) is the shortest of the three, at 17.2 km long. It does not visit the small crater or northwest section of the graben. Instead, it focuses on collecting all four mineralogies and contacts between units.

Stations C1–C3 are the same as Sites B1–B3 (Table 1). After sampling the anorthositic boulder, Traverse C is directed northward, much like Traverse A, but with additional sites of interest. Site C4 (−75°56S, 127°54 E) is designed to collect a regolith/rake sample between two anorthositic signatures observed in the M3 data, both as a means to ground-truth M3 data and to better understand the physical properties of lunar regolith and talus. Traveling up the hill toward the graben, Site C5 (−75°53S, 127°69 E) is selected for another sample of anorthositic material at an outcrop exposed by the graben. Site C5 provides a closer sample of potentially similar mineralogy to the banded boulder and is also on a more accessible slope than the unreachable banded boulder. Smaller boulders at Site C5 will also be investigated for layering similar to the banded boulder. Between Sites C5 and C6 is a potentially banded boulder on a steep slope that is a prime photography target. Site C6 (−75°52S, 127°66 E) is located where the M3 data transition from anorthositic to pyroxene-bearing anorthositic signatures. This potential contact is suggested to be a rake sample, with the opportunity to image any clear contact details. Site C7 is equivalent to Site A3, sampling the same pyroxene-bearing anorthositic boulder. Traverse C then travels along the graben westward, collecting both a boulder and rake sample at Site C8 (−75°51S, 127°54 E), where there may be contact between pyroxene-bearing anorthositic and troctolitic material. Returning downslope to the southwest, Site C9 is equivalent to Site A4 with the intention of sampling troctolitic material. En route to the landing site, Site C10 is equivalent to both A5 and B4. Sites in Traverse C share the same issues for rover trafficability as those described in Traverses A and B.

Traverse C focuses on both ground-truthing the M3 data interpretations, as well as understanding the relationships between mineralogies. It samples the noritic, anorthositic, and pyroxene-bearing anorthositic materials, as well as the potential to sample troctolitic material downslope of an outcrop. Traverse C emphasizes visiting mineralogical contacts to better understand magmatic relationships. One feature of interest in Traverse C is that it is not encompassed in either A or B is the opportunity to photograph a boulder that appears to be banded (Figure 10). The opportunity to measure such banding would enable studies of the complex igneous processes that occurred in the lunar subsurface (Kickapoo Lunar Research Team & Kramer 2014). In contrast, Traverse C is unlikely to sample any fresh impact melt material, and there is no exposed Schrödinger melt sheet material along its path. The total sample mass from Traverse C is 16.5 kg (Table 1).

7.4. Summary of Traverses

Traverses A, B, and C sample multiple peak-ring mineralogies (noritic, anorthositic, pyroxene-anorthositic, and troctolitic materials) excavated from depths of 15–26 km in the lunar crust (Kring et al. 2016). Most notably, the traverses proposed here provide a spectacular new opportunity to collect samples from known outcrops on the lunar surface—a sharp contrast to Apollo samples of which none originated from outcrops. Unfortunately, within the landing region, the best
exposure of troctolitic rock (thought to have been exhumed from the deepest parts of the lunar crust) is exposed at a higher elevation on peak-ring mounds. Therefore, it is not possible for a rover to safely traverse the slopes leading up to a troctolitic outcrop, but this mineralogy can still be sampled from boulders found downslope of the exposure. The traverse path also provides an opportunity for imaging the troctolitic outcrop from the base of the slope. High-resolution imagery can be used to observe outcrop scale structural features that can facilitate additional deductions about the outcrop origins. Each traverse has unique advantages and is optimized to address different science objectives regarding geomorphological features and target potential contacts between spectral units. Traverse A was planned to maximize the diversity of scientific outcomes by traveling through each spectral unit and structural feature to obtain a broad overview of the SWPR. In contrast, Traverse B is the only traverse that includes in situ analysis at each station, providing abundant data even before sample return. Traverse B also includes sampling and imaging structural features, like the crater ejecta and the graben. Traverse C focuses on magmatic crustal evolution by sampling each type of mineralogy, and all potential contacts among them, but does not visit the crater. If the total sample mass on any traverse remains below the sample container mass limit, then at most two samples could potentially be collected from certain stations. Crystalline boulder samples would be prioritized for a second sample, because these rock samples have the potential to address more NRC science goals (e.g., 1a, 1b, 1c, 2a, 2b, 2c, 3a and 3b) than regolith samples. While fragments suitable for sampling may exist near large boulders, a technique for subsampling them may be needed.

8. Conclusions

A detailed map of the SWPR reveals interesting radial fault orientations extending from the basin center that agree with the findings from previous studies in this area by Kramer et al. (2013) and Kring et al. (2016). These types of observations open the doors for further Schrödinger basin impact modeling, particularly concerning the effects of preexisting impact basin structures (Shoemaker et al. 1994). The faulted and magmatic contacts observed between the peak-ring mineralogies further highlight the potential for the SWPR area to address many high-priority NRC (2007) goals by providing an opportunity to investigate the magmatic history of the far-side crust. Further, there is still abundant peak-ring material, crater floor, and walls that can be mapped at a similar resolution to the maps presented here.

The geologic map was used to design notional robotic traverses that address science priorities (NRC 2007). We provided three traverse options within the SWPR that are each achievable within a 14 day mission timeframe for robotic missions. Although a rover on the lunar far side can be controlled from Earth, valuable time would be lost due to communication delays. Telerobotic communications can be optimized if the rover is controlled in near-real time by a human operator from the Gateway. The detailed traverse plans highlight an abundance of interesting features in the SWPR area, such as the heterogeneous boulder that would be an exceptional target for future sample return missions. Additionally, the ability to take photographs and samples near a large graben provides context for post-impact tectonism and how subsequent magmatism and volcanism continued to shape the surface of the Moon. Studying the graben may provide answers to the timing of uplift and displacement of lunar crustal material. As the Lunar Gateway project is further developed and the next lunar rover missions constrained, these traverses can be considered for their scientific potential, should they meet the upcoming demands of the lunar science community.

The Schrödinger basin remains an enigmatic target for lunar exploration. Its unique status as a young crater on the lunar far side within the SPA Basin lends to it being a prime target for a human-assisted robotic mission.
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Appendix A

Additional Maps

Before rendering the final geological map of the SWPR region (Figure 4, main text), the team extensively mapped craters, impact ejecta, outcrops, faults, grabens, talus, and low-albedo features. This section provides a detailed explanation as to how these features were mapped and provides specialized geological maps of the SWPR that highlight each feature type.

A.1. Craters, Ejecta, and Talus

Craters are circular depressions with raised rims on the basin floor which may or may not be surrounded by a blanket of rocky material (ejecta). Craters and ejecta were mapped independently as two separate custom polygon shapefiles in JMARS using LROC NAC images. The largest craters (diameter >1 km) in the region were mapped first, followed by relatively fresh, smaller craters. The relative preservation state of each fresh crater was determined by the roundness of the crater rim and the abundance of ejecta/roughness. Fresh craters are generally rounder, have less deformed rims with high-albedo ejecta rays, and have boulders located along the crater rim (Campbell 2012; Carter et al. 2012). When a crater was identified, we used LOLA topographic data and WAC mosaics to ensure that the features were concave and not convex domes mistaken due to lighting angles. The perimeters of the craters were outlined along the approximate high points of the crater rim. If crater rims were difficult to determine, lines were drawn toward the inner face of the crater rim so as not to overestimate the crater diameter. In craters with large shadows, this estimation often led to crater outlines along the outer edge of the shadow. Ejecta was mapped as higher-albedo rays that border some craters. This included boulders that appeared to be sourced from the cratered area. When available, Clementine FeO maps in JMARS and the Diviner Nighttime Soil image in QuickMap were also used to differentiate ejecta from regolith. We used circular polarization ratios from hybrid polarimetry
Mini-RF radar data sets in QuickMap to identify ejecta that were not observable using Diviner Nighttime Soil and Clementine FeO data sets, or high spatial resolution (0.5–1 m pixel$^{-1}$) NAC images. Ejecta blankets exhibit decimeter-scale roughness that is detectable using S-band (12.6 cm wavelength) data from the Mini-RF instrument (Campbell 2012; Carter et al. 2012; Neish et al. 2017).

Talus is material from the peak ring that has accumulated at the base of slopes as a dry-flow deposit, comprising fragments of the peak-ring mineralogies and entrained regolith. Talus was initially identified using NAC images with solar incidence angles of $60^\circ$–$90^\circ$ and a spatial resolution of 0.5–1.5 m pixel$^{-1}$. The talus boundary is marked by a solid line. Because talus boundaries are often correlated with a break in the slope at the base of a hill or cliff, the talus extent was determined using NAC images at the base of peak-ring material, and the slope break was identified using LOLA slope data. Talus criteria include a lack of craters, relatively smooth appearance, lighter color, boulders, and boulder tracks. Inferred talus boundaries are denoted with a dashed line. These included situations where the boundary of the talus was diffuse, the boundary was intersected by a crater, or the boundary was not illuminated in any of the available NAC images. Talus criteria include a lack of craters, relatively smooth appearance, lighter color, boulders, and boulder tracks. Inferred talus boundaries are denoted with a dashed line. These included situations where the boundary of the talus was diffuse, the boundary was intersected by a crater, or the boundary was not illuminated in any of the available NAC images. Talus material covers the base of the peak-ring structure, which is consistent with the map generated here.

Figure A1 shows a map of craters and talus material within the SWPR. Only craters with diameters >1 km were mapped, because they revealed pyroxene-anorthositic and/or noritic outcrops in their crater walls (from M$^2$ spectral signatures) and showed relatively well-preserved impact ejecta blankets. The ejecta blankets and material extend ≤1 crater radii from the crater rim.

### A.2. Structural Features

In JMARS, NAC images were used to identify structural features, which were subsequently traced using the line tool in a custom-shape layer. Solid lines denote features where the boundary could be traced with certainty. Dashed lines denote features where the boundary was inferred. Kramer et al. (2013) and Kring et al. (2016) mapped structural features in and around the peak ring. Their methods and data set recommendations were applied to our study. Grabens were identified as areas of lower topography bound by two parallel normal faults, creating a linear depressional feature (Figure A2). Lines drawn in JMARS denote the extent of both of the faults bounding the graben. Where the graben was intersected by cratering, the path of the graben was not inferred across the extent of the crater. In some areas, the graben was obscured from view by a shadow in all of the available NAC images. In this situation, LOLA topography was overlaid on a South Pole WAC mosaic to trace the path of the graben using changes in slope and elevation. Faults were identified as linear features marking an abrupt change in topographic height (Figure A2). Where faults could not accurately be traced, they were denoted with a dashed line, as was done for the grabens. No rilles were identified.

Faults, grabens, and linear features cross-cut the peak-ring material, uplifting and exposing impact melt sheet and crustal material (Figure A2). The graben is positioned along a NNW–SSE orientation ($\sim$350$^\circ$ to 340$^\circ$), cutting through the entire peak-ring structure in this region. Outcrops of the five mineralogies have been exposed along the walls of the graben and numerous boulder tracks are present on the slopes. Faults are generally oriented radially from the center of the basin.

Figure A1. Mapped craters, well-preserved ejecta blankets, secondary craters, and talus material in the SWPR area. Only craters >1 km were mapped. The solid lines outline known talus extent boundaries, dashed lines indicate inferred boundaries.
which is discussed in detail in Section 3.1.2. Floor fractures were initially considered to be either rilles or unidentified linear features. However, further investigation using NAC imagery showed little evidence to suggest the floor fractures are rilles (lack of volcanic material), and instead suggests they are faults. Because the floor fractures connect to faults and the graben, they were mapped as faults, and do not appear to have formed from a separate, brittle deformation process. These floor fractures were therefore mapped as faults.

A.3. Outcrops

Outcrops were initially identified using NAC images with solar incidence angles between 60° and 80° and spatial resolutions of 0.5–1.5 m pixel⁻¹. Each outcrop was marked as a polygon in a custom-shape layer in JMARS. Crater walls, graben walls, faults, and peak-ring structures were the main targets for possible outcrop connect to faults and the graben, they were mapped as faults, and do not appear to have formed from a separate, brittle deformation process. These floor fractures were therefore mapped as faults.

The peak-ring structure has numerous outcrops exposed on slopes, especially in the northern section of the SWPR area (Figure A3). If a mapped outcrop was located within an area of M³ data, the color of the outcrop was changed to match the color of the M³ data. Outcrops that were not associated with M³ data could not be reliably identified and were labeled as unknown until future orbiter missions collect additional spectral data.

Outcrops in the SWPR represent crustal, and possibly upper mantle, material from various depths that were excavated, rotated, and faulted during impact basin formation. The excavation depth of the crustal material in the Schrödinger basin was estimated to be 15–26 km (Kring et al. 2016). Using spectral reflectance data from the M³ instrument, we mapped what are interpreted to be anorthositic (>90% plagioclase, <10% pyroxene), pyroxene-anorthositic (~90% plagioclase, 3%–10% pyroxene), noritic (<90% plagioclase, >10% pyroxene), and troctolitic (plagioclase + olivine) outcrops (Kring et al. 2016). Because M³ data have a coarse resolution of 280 m pixel⁻¹, any of the mapped outcrops in the peak ring must expose a significant amount of interpreted minerals to produce differentiable spectral signatures.

Troctolitic and anorthositic outcrops are located throughout the entire mapping area, primarily in the northern and central regions. Noritic outcrops are located in the northern region, with few isolated patches scattered in the central region of the map. Pyroxene-anorthositic outcrops are only found along graben and crater walls, and do not appear to be associated with the peak-ring structures. The southern and southeastern region of the peak-ring structure is lacking in outcrops due to its low topography, and talus and regolith cover. Noritic signatures are
isolated in this region of the map; however, LRO NAC images did not reveal any outcrops. Outcrops that were identified as unknown due to a lack of M³ coverage were investigated further to determine if their mineralogy could be inferred from topographic and stratigraphic relationships. If an unknown outcrop was located close to an M³ signature, we initially used NAC images to determine if the unknown outcrops had a similar albedo to outcrops within with M³ signatures. We then referenced the LOLA DEM slope maps to ensure that no change in topography existed between the unknown and known outcrops. This measure was put in place to avoid making inferences across potential faults within the peak ring. If the unknown outcrop conformed with our criteria, the outcrops were designated a mineralogy (i.e., troctolitic, anorthositic, pyroxene-bearing anorthositic, or noritic). Each unknown outcrop was investigated, and if the criteria above were not met, the unknown outcrop was redesignated as an investigated unknown.

The map in Figure A4 shows all of the outcrops identified based on M³ spectral signatures, as well as the inferred outcrops and investigated unknowns. In areas with a high density of M³ data coverage, such as the central and northern regions of the mapped area, the mineralogy of the majority of unknown outcrops could be inferred. Where M³ data were sparse, more outcrops were designated as investigated unknowns. This was most apparent in areas of the southernmost massif and outcrops located in the walls of the graben.

All of the features mapped in this project were combined to produce the map shown in Figure A5. This combined map illustrates the structural geology, surface features, occurrence of outcrops, and their assigned mineralogy within the SWPR mapping area. This map was created to highlight only the features mapped as part of this project, although M³ data from Kramer et al. (2013) were included for reference.

The extent of each mineralogy was mapped using the location of M³ signatures, changes in albedo, and changes in topography (Figure A6). Where the extent or type of mineralogy could not be determined, these areas remained as a separate mineralogy named “investigated unknown.” Shadowed areas of the peak ring were also designated as investigated unknown, if no illuminated NAC images could be found.

Talus was included in the maps, as it defines the boundary between the peak-ring materials and the basin floor. Faults were also added because they show the nature of some of the mineralogical contacts. The occurrence of each crustal mineralogy varies across the SWPR. Troctolitic and anorthositic mineralogies are exposed as outcrops at various locations across the entire mapping area. Noritic mineralogies are predominantly found as large, fault-bounded blocks in the northernmost massif. Pyroxene-bearing anorthositic mineralogies are predominantly constrained to the lower topographical regions of the SWPR, such as inside fresh craters and the graben walls.

A.4. Low-Albedo Features

Low-albedo features are areas where the surface is dark in NAC images, but no shadows are casting near or above the feature. To discover if any small-scale pyroclastic deposits exist in the SWPR area, we searched for dark mantling deposits (DMD; Mest 2011; Gustafson et al. 2012). First, NAC images with solar incidence angles of 60°–80° were downloaded. NAC images with the lowest incidence angles showed fewer topographic and shadowing effects, which was ideal for
identifying these deposits. After a potential area was identified, we followed a checklist to determine if the feature should be noted as a potential DMD:

1. Material exhibits a smooth texture and does not contain large boulders in high-resolution images.
2. Material mantles and subdues subjacent terrain.
3. Deposit exhibits diffuse margins.
5. Deposit surface does not exhibit lava flow textures.
6. Deposit occurs in association with rilles, fractures, or other possible vents.

If the feature met all of the criteria, then we examined additional NAC images of that area to determine if the low-albedo appearance was simply due to the area being shadowed. If the feature was still present in full illumination, then it was marked as a possible DMD by drawing a polygon around the edge of the DMD to best match its diffuse boundary.
Shapefiles for each feature and their metadata were compiled in ArcGIS. Each shapefile has assigned outcrop mineralogies, whether faults and grabens were known or inferred, the surface area of crater ejecta, and the boundaries of peak-ring talus material. The finished product overlays LRO WAC mosaics, the LOLA slope map, and LRO NAC images to complete the final geologic map.

**Appendix B**

**Traverse Planning**

**B.1. Identifying Features of Interest for Rover Exploration**

All features of interest were marked on custom-shape layers in JMARS, using color-coded points and polygons (Figure B1). Potential traverse routes in this region are limited to a maximum slope of 15° to ensure rover mobility (Potts et al. 2015; Steenstra et al. 2016; Bickel & Kring 2020). Subsequently, all features of interest are located on accessible slopes. To determine if the SWPR area is a viable region for a traverse, a LOLA slope map with a 29.63 m pixel⁻¹ resolution was overlaid onto the mapped region in JMARS. Data from all five sections were then combined into one file and uploaded to ArcGIS for ease of accessibility when reviewing sites for traverse planning.

**B.2. Detailed Traverse Information**

Tables B1–B3 provide detailed information for each station in Traverses A, B, and C, respectively. For each station, we provide location data, rock type (as inferred from M³ data; see Kramer et al. 2013), and the type of sample we recommend. Figures B2 and B3 provide the LOLA slope context for the SWPR traverse area (resolution of 29.63 m/pixel).
Figure B1. Points overlaid on a WAC mosaic of the SWPR showing FOI’s marked on JMARS using custom-shape layers. The color-coding distinguishes the type of feature of interest: boulders (yellow), fresh craters (red), secondary crater (purple), regolith (blue), volatiles (green), rilles (orange), outcrops (white), and low-albedo features (pink).

Table B1
Details of Traverse A Stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Slope (deg)</th>
<th>Distance from LS (m)</th>
<th>Surface Unit</th>
<th>M3 Interpretation</th>
<th>Sample Type and Minimum Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>−75.54</td>
<td>126.72</td>
<td>−8066</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>−75.58</td>
<td>127.01</td>
<td>−7969</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>−75.58</td>
<td>127.27</td>
<td>−7859</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>4795</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>−75.52</td>
<td>127.58</td>
<td>−7731</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>8275</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Pyx-bearing</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>−75.53</td>
<td>127.38</td>
<td>−7660</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>9970</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>n/a (Troctolitic)</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>−75.53</td>
<td>126.94</td>
<td>−7918</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>14022</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>−75.40</td>
<td>126.96</td>
<td>−8068</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>18980</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Pyx-bearing</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>−75.45</td>
<td>126.76</td>
<td>−8058</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>21927</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Brecciated Boulder: 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>−75.47</td>
<td>126.74</td>
<td>−8075</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>22318</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Brecciated Boulder: 5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Surface units are derived from Kramer et al. (2013), Ish: smooth hummocky floor material; pNpr: peak-ring material.

Table B2
Details of Traverse B Stations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Slope (deg)</th>
<th>Distance from LS (m)</th>
<th>Lithological Unit</th>
<th>M3 Interpretation</th>
<th>Sample Type and Minimum Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>−75.54</td>
<td>126.72</td>
<td>−8066</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>−75.58</td>
<td>127.01</td>
<td>−7969</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>−75.57</td>
<td>127.10</td>
<td>−7925</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>3318</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic/Noritic</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>−75.58</td>
<td>127.27</td>
<td>−7859</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>4784</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>−75.53</td>
<td>126.94</td>
<td>−7918</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>7774</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>−75.40</td>
<td>126.96</td>
<td>−8068</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>12664</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Pyx-bearing</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B6</td>
<td>−75.45</td>
<td>126.76</td>
<td>−8058</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>15611</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Brecciated Boulder: 5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>−75.47</td>
<td>126.74</td>
<td>−8075</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>16002</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Brecciated Boulder: 5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. In situ analysis to be performed at each site. Surface units are derived from Kramer et al. (2013), Ish: smooth hummocky floor material; pNpr: peak-ring material.
Figure B2. LRO LOLA slope map of the Schrödinger basin with a resolution of 29.63 m pixel$^{-1}$. The LOLA map was developed from a LOLA digital elevation model of the south pole.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Latitude</th>
<th>Longitude</th>
<th>Elevation (m)</th>
<th>Slope (deg)</th>
<th>Distance from LS (m)</th>
<th>Lithological Unit</th>
<th>M$^3$ Interpretation</th>
<th>Sample Type and Minimum Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LS</td>
<td>−75.54</td>
<td>126.72</td>
<td>−8066</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>−75.58</td>
<td>127.01</td>
<td>−7969</td>
<td>13.67</td>
<td>2642</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Noritic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
<td>−75.57</td>
<td>127.10</td>
<td>−7925</td>
<td>10.72</td>
<td>3318</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic/Noritic</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
<td>−75.56</td>
<td>127.54</td>
<td>−7859</td>
<td>14.35</td>
<td>4784</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
<td>−75.56</td>
<td>127.54</td>
<td>−7818</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>6993</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C5</td>
<td>−75.54</td>
<td>127.69</td>
<td>−7772</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>8454</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C6</td>
<td>−75.52</td>
<td>127.66</td>
<td>−7913</td>
<td>9.64</td>
<td>9058</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Anorthositic/Pyx-bearing Anorthositic</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C7</td>
<td>−75.52</td>
<td>127.58</td>
<td>−7731</td>
<td>7.18</td>
<td>9824</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Pyx-bearing Anorthositic</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder/ Regolith/Rake: 2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C8</td>
<td>−75.51</td>
<td>127.54</td>
<td>−7707</td>
<td>7.09</td>
<td>10232</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>Pyx-bearing Anorthositic /Troctolitic</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C9</td>
<td>−75.53</td>
<td>127.39</td>
<td>−7660</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>11855</td>
<td>pNpr</td>
<td>n/a (Troctolitic)</td>
<td>Crystalline Boulder: 0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10</td>
<td>−75.53</td>
<td>126.94</td>
<td>−7918</td>
<td>6.93</td>
<td>15907</td>
<td>Ish</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>Regolith/Rake: 2.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Surface units are derived from Kramer et al. (2013). Ish: smooth hummocky floor material; pNpr: peak-ring material.
B.3. Suggested Instrument Suite for a 14 Day Sample Return Mission in the SWPR Region

In this section, we present Table B4, which lists a notional instrument suite that could be included for the proposed traverses A, B, and C. The main focus of a proposed 14-day mission, as opposed to long-term missions, is the collection of samples. Therefore, in Table B4, two rover specifications are outlined. In the first scenario, the rover instrument suite is reduced to only the most essential instruments needed to perform a traverse and collect samples (Table B4, above horizontal line). In this case, the time needed to perform only the most fundamental tasks at each station is 14.5 hours, which allows more time for traversing between stations and collecting samples. The second scenario outlines specifications for a rover that includes additional instruments designed for in situ analysis (Table B4, below the horizontal line). In this case, the time required at each station would increase to 19.5 hours (Table B4), which incorporates the time required for imaging, in situ analysis, and sample collection.

Figure B3. LRO LOLA slope map of the SWPR traverse region in JMARS with a resolution of 29.63 m pixel$^{-1}$. 
### Instrument Specifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Dimensions (cm)</th>
<th>Weight (kg)</th>
<th>Power (W)</th>
<th>Data Rate (kbps)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ground-penetrating radar (Mars 2020, RIMFAX)</td>
<td>$20 \times 12 \times 7$</td>
<td>&lt;3.90</td>
<td>&lt;13</td>
<td>5–10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microscope camera (MSL, MER)</td>
<td>$8 \times 8 \times 10$</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>&lt;0.4</td>
<td>8000f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface imaging camera (MSL MastCam)</td>
<td>$11 \times 29 \times 12$</td>
<td>&lt;1.0</td>
<td>&lt;11.0</td>
<td>1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arm-mounted Alpha Particle X-Ray spectrometer (MSL, MER)</td>
<td>$10.5 \times 6 \times 9$</td>
<td>&lt;2.20</td>
<td>&lt;7.3</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma-ray spectrometer (JHU, APL)</td>
<td>Sensor: $8 \times 8 \times 8$ DPU: $10 \times 15 \times 5$</td>
<td>&lt;1.82</td>
<td>&lt;3.25</td>
<td>0.01–0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutron spectrometer (Resource Prospector)</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** The three instruments above the horizontal line are included on all traverses, those below are optional instruments only included for Traverse B. Optional payload includes in situ instrument specifications, which could be used if the mission timeline is extended.

a. 30% contingency included.

b. Hamran et al. (2016).


d. The proposed instrument is on board the MSL rover; however, values are from instruments flown on board the MER payload due to lack of data (Lakdawalla 2018). As the proposed instrument shares heritage with that on MER, the values are comparable.

e. Quoted as data rate before onboard processing.

f. Shearer & Tahu (2010).

g. Wieczorek et al. (2015).

### B.4. List of NAC/WAC Images Used for SWPR Traverse

Here we provide a list of all NAC/WAC images used for planning the SWPR traverses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>M156738805RC</th>
<th>M1098074615LC</th>
<th>M174483761LC</th>
<th>M174483761LC</th>
<th>M185017471LC</th>
<th>M189749586LC</th>
<th>M1105154228LC</th>
<th>M1105154228LC</th>
<th>M110792494LC</th>
<th>M115479878RC</th>
<th>M1115660849LC</th>
<th>M1115660849RC</th>
<th>M1118012077LC</th>
<th>M1118012077RC</th>
<th>M1131069667LC</th>
<th>M1131069667RC</th>
<th>M123736118LC</th>
<th>M123736118RC</th>
<th>M123742885LC</th>
<th>M123742885LC</th>
<th>M123749687LC</th>
<th>M139084711RC</th>
<th>M167398258RC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
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